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Answer THREE questions. 
1. Clearly explain the assumptions behind the mean-variance approach to the

analysis of financial portfolios. How can this approach be applied to risk
management?

2. Explain what is meant by the parameter beta of a financial
security. How can beta be estimated?

3. What is the difference between spot and forward rates? Use the term
structure of interest rates to explain how they could be related.

4. Discuss the main strategies for risk hedging and speculation in
futures markets.

5. Examine the risk exposure properties and the profit potential of option
contracts. Illustrate how options can be combined to obtain synthetic futures
contracts.

6. What is meant by delta hedging? Explain why it can be important for the risk
management of equity portfolios.

7. Define and discuss the main approaches for the evaluation of the Value at
Risk of a financial portfolio.

8. Explain what is meant by credit migration. Discuss one methodology to
analyse the changes in the value of a portfolio of loans or bonds over a given
time horizon.
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